
User Guide

14ft x 17ft OvalPod

WARNING: Read these assembly instructions carefully 
before attempting to assemble or use this product. Keep 
this user guide in a safe place for future reference.
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Looking after your trampoline:"
Excess weight and improper use of the trampoline 

will damage it and cause it to break easily. 
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BUILDING YOUR TRAMPOLINE

1. This is a 2 person build.

2. Time for build is approximately 2 hours.

3. Choose a good location:

(wood chippings, sand or grass).

(7.3m) from ground level, away from 
wires, trees and other possible hazards.

(2.5m) around sides, away from walls, fences, structures, tarmac 
and other hard surfaces and play areas.

WHAT YOU WILL NEED

Description: Description:
Cross-head screwdriver Gloves

Description: Description:
Safety glasses Mallet
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PARTS LIST
Part  B Part  C Part  DPart  A

Description: 
Top tube with 
B marking

Quantity: 4

Description: 
Top tube with 
A marking

Quantity: 4

Description:
Stitched bed

Quantity: 1

Description:
Top enclosure poles

Quantity: 8

Description:
Enclosure netting

Quantity: 1

Description:
7inch Springs

Quantity: 82

Description:
Bottom enclosure 

poles
Quantity: 8

Description:
Cords

Quantity: 8

Description:
Cap connector

Quantity: 8

Description:
Spring tool
Quantity: 1

Description:

Quantity: 24

Description:
L legs

Quantity: 8

Description:
V legs

Quantity: 4

Description:
Frame pad
Quantity: 1

Description:
Black G4 poles

Quantity: 2

Self tapping screws
and spring washers

Description: 
Top tube with 
C marking

Quantity: 2

Top tube with 
D marking

Description:

Quantity: 2

Description:
6.5inch Springs

Quantity: 16
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STEP 1 : ASSEMBLING THE FRAME
You will need the following parts to complete 
section 1:
4 x Top tube with A marking 
4 x Top tube with B marking 
2 x Top tube with C marking 
2 x Top tube with D marking 
8 x L legs
4 x V legs

16 x Self tapping screws and washers  
You will also need a cross-head screwdriver (not
supplied).

Fisrt you will need to assemble the leg bases 
of your OvalPOD. This will require 2 x L-legs 
and 1 x V Leg. 
Note: Do not screw the sections together yet.

Lay out the 2 x L-legs and 1 x Centre Leg so that it 
makes a ‘W’ shape. Join the three pieces so the 
screw holes line up. 

Repeat this step with the remaining pieces to 
make 4 x ‘W Legs’. Leave to one side when 
finished.

Layout Top Rail B, Top Rail A. You 
should only be able to see 2 
spring holes on each top rail. 

A

A

B

B

Assemble 1 (A, B)

A
B
C
D

Self tapping screw and washer

Cross-head screwdriver
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You will need two people for this next step. 

C
B

B

B

B

A

A

A

A

DD

C

Insert 1 end of W-leg partially into Connector A.

Next place feet either side of POD-Connector B.

Then pull other end of W-leg into POD-Connector B. 
(You will need to use force for this step)

Now push down on W-leg so inserted fully in each 
POD-connector.

Repeat with other W-Legs

Now you have 4 completed segments

2 x Assembly 1 (ABC)

B C

A B C

A B

D

Turn over 1 x Assembly 1 (ABC) and 1 x  
Assembly 1 (DEF) 

Join by inserting C into POD-connector 
D.  (Make sure spring hole lines up with 
gap in connector)

Repeat this step so you are left with 2 
halves of Trampoline

Carefully join the 2 halves together.

For the last section, you will need 
someone to stand on the opposite side 
if the frame and push towards you 
whilst you insert Top-rail  into POD-
Connector.

A
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Locate the  V-rings with coloredwebbing.
These will be at 180  to each other.

Slot one of the springs  onto one of the colored 
webbing V-rings as shown.

Important: springs must be slotted on the right way
around.

Colored
webbing

J
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Continue to attach springs in the same sequence as above: in the middle of of each section, making sure the 
next spring is attached on the opposite side to even out the tension.

Important: The stitcched bed is designed like elastic to be bouncy, which means that during construction it may 
look like it won’t fit. Please note that it will stretch to the correct size when attaching the springs, this may take 
some force. 

The stitched bed is now filled and you have completed step 3.

Important: Attach the springs in 
the order shown in the diagram. 
This will help to distribute the 
tension, making assembly easier.

Firstly, locate the 2 colored V-rings. 
These V-rings are to be attacheded 
at points 1 and 2 using a silver 
spring.

Then attach silver springs 3 to 18 
in the order shown in the diagram. 
These are all silver top springs.

Important: Remember to include 
the ‘under spring’ holes when 
counting the V-rings on the frame 
and bed.

Once all of the springs shown in 

remaining top springs can be 
attached, including the gold 
springs.

Please attach the gold springs to 
the POD-connector, as shown 
below:

This diagram shows the initial order of spring attachment.

= Top spring hole: Silver， = Bottom spring hole: Gold

C

A

A

A

A

B

B

B

B

D
D

C



STEP 4 : FITTING THE FRAME PAD

This step will require 2 people.
Lay the frame pad - Part K out over the edge of 
the frame with the ties facing downwards.

Align the openings in the frame pad with the 
POD-connector's on the frame.

completed step4.
WARNING: The trampoline MUST NOT be used 
during construction.

1O
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STEP 5 : FITTING THE ENCLOSURE TUBES
Top enclosure tube

You will need the following parts to complete step 5:

Bottom enclosure tube 8 x Top enclosure tubes - Part M
8 x Bottom enclosure tubes - Part L
8 x Self tapping screws and washers - Part P

Self  tapping  screw and washer You will also need a cross-head screwdriver (not
supplied).

Cross-head screwdriver

Slot the thin end of one of the bottom enclosure 
tubes into the open end of one of the top 
enclosure tubes.

Align the hole in the bottom enclosure tube with 
the slot in the top enclosure tube.

Screw one of the self tapping screws through the 
slot in the top enclosure tube and into the hole in 
the bottom enclosure tube using the cross-head 
screwdriver.
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Slot the bottom enclosure tube into the tubes in
the POD-connector tubes visible through the slots in 
the frame pad.

Assemble the remaining enclosure tubes 
using the self tapping screws and the 
cross-head screwdriver.

Slot the remaining enclosure tubes into the 
remaining POD-connector’s on the frame.

have completed step 5.
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STEP 6 : FITTING THE ENCLOSURE NETTING

You will need the following parts to complete step 6:

Black G4 2 x Black G4 poles - Part N
poles 1 x Enclosure netting - Part O

Enclosure 
netting

Lay the enclosure netting out on the trampoline.

Find the sleeves that run along the top of the 
enclosurenetting.

Slot the thin sections on the two black G4 poles 
into the metal ends so the poles become two long 
sections.
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Slot one of the Black G4 poles through three of 
the sleeves on the top of the enclosure netting.

Slot the remaining Black G4 poles through the 
three other sleeves on the top of the enclosure 
netting.

You will now join the two ends of the Black G4

will
poles together with the fitted pole connectors, this

require two people.
Both people hold two of the poles end sections 
and walk towards each other to bend the poles 
into a circle.

As soon as the poles are bent enough, insert the 
connectors into the socket on the other pole (1
Push the pin inwards and fully insert the(2)
connector.
Ensure the pin is protruding through the slot in the 
socket.
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You may need to slide the connected poles around 
in the nettings sleeves until the thin black sections 
are aligned with the gaps between sleeves.

Stand on the trampoline and insert one of the 
exposed sections of the Black G4 pole into a 
plastic grip on top of one of the enclosure tubes.

5

6 7
8

Attach the other exposed sections of the
Black G4 pole to the other enclosure tubes in the 
order shown in the diagram.

completed step6.
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STEP 7 : ATTACHING THE BOTTOM OF THE NET

You will need the following parts to complete step 7: 
8 x Cords - Part R.

From the underside of the trampoline, tie the 
remaining elastic straps around the springs or
through the V-Rings.
You have completed step 7 and the trampoline is 
fullyassembled.

Push 1 end of  a cord through a hole in the bottom of 
the netting. 

Then tie this end to a V-ring on the bed.

Important: Keep the cord tight at all times.

Slot the other end of the cord through the next 
V-ring.

Then slot back through the net and into the next 
V-ring. Continue to do this untill you have used most
of that cord and tie end to next V-ring.

Tie another cord to same V-ring and repeat until net 
is sewn in.



USING THE TRAMPOLINE

2.5m 
 8.2

Before using your trampoline, check again that 
there is enough clearance around it. Maintain a 
clear space of 2.5 metres (8.2 feet) on all sides of 
the trampoline.
Also check that the area is free from walls, 
structures, fences, tarmac and other hard surfaces 
and other play areas.

7.3m 
24

Ensure that there is 7.3 metres (24 feet) clearance 
above thetrampoline.
Also check that there area no overhanging objects 
in the area above the trampoline.

1"#$%$&'#$(")*'+$%$,)&-+.

To enter the trampoline, unzip the door and climb 
in.
Always close the doorway before using the 
trampoline.

18

Door 
zip






